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When taking off to remote areas in order to shoot exceptional images,
one should leave nothing to chance since there might never be a second
chance. When shooting pictures under water, reliable equipment is even
more important. An underwater camera housing should not only protect
your expensive camera equipment from the surrounding water, it should
also allow you to control your camera as easily as if it weren’t there.
Underwater photography in extreme situations requires a compact, yet ergonomically designed housing that allows you to shoot pictures without
having to trouble your mind on how to set the camera controls. Hugyfot
is renowned for its compact and ergonomically designed housings, machined from solid aluminum. These housings have proven to be the best
choice, particularly when reliability, handiness and weight become of significance.

Qualitative
Hugyfot housings have the added advantage of being very robust. They are
machined out of solid aluminum and are extremely pressure resistant. They
come standard with a pressure rating to 100 meters. Optionally this can be
increased to 150 meter.
Design
The well-considered and stubborn design however, is the most commonly
known trademark of Hugyfot. The close on sexy curves of the Hugyfot housings do not only provide compact and ergonomic housings, they also see
to the charisma and the typical contours that distinguish them from all the
others.

From the early start in 1953, the Hugyfot philosophy consisted in developing housings that were not only functional and of high quality, but that also
distinguished themselves from other brands by their well-considered and
stubborn design.
Functional
Hugyfot housings are above all functional. After all, a housing is merely a protective cover and should under no circumstances prevent a swift operation
of the camera. A good housing is to be considered as a second skin around
the camera, allowing the user to control the camera without any concession.
Furthermore, the patented Hugyfot grip allows a single hand control while
under water.

Technical Data of the Housing
Name:
HFN D7000
B x H x D: 220 x 220 x 135 mm
Weight:
2.790 g (without camera)
0 g (under water with camera)
Material:
Aluminum (AlMgSi1)
Color:
Black
Depth:
100 m (300 ft) tested
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